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 imei Hackintosh Genuine Windows 10 on USB I am an outsider to Hackintosh. A long time Mac user, and an up until very
recently, I had been a happy Linux user. A couple years ago, I started messing around with Macs and ended up getting my first

Hackintosh. I still don't know a lot about the ins and outs of how it all works. I wanted to get this up and running and get it
running the way I wanted it to be running before I went any further. I have been trying to install Ubuntu on this thing for weeks,
but it always keeps getting stuck at some point and I need to send it into support. Finally, after a week of frustration, I finally got
it to work. I am excited about this, I think I may finally be able to get rid of my Linux partition and get one OS I can live with.
Quote: Originally Posted by javarel Originally Posted by I am excited about this, I think I may finally be able to get rid of my
Linux partition and get one OS I can live with. Installing Ubuntu: I like to keep my computers as "clean" as possible, so I only

run a few apps and avoid as much bloatware and as much as possible. I use a Supermicro board from the Supermicro 2U series.
My Supermicro board supports an AMD CPU from the Socket AM4 series, AMD GPUs from the Radeon R series, and Ryzen
CPUs. I got a Ryzen processor at the end of last year, and have been waiting on an AMD GPU to match it to the board. While I

was waiting, I've tried to see what I could get on the market before I bought it. It's amazing to see the price of GPUs come
down. The one I got is an AMD Vega64 mobile, but I was also looking at getting an AMD Vega56 (just to save on cost), and an
Nvidia 1080 (just for fun). I picked the 1080 just because I know it's a good GPU, and I know that it will work in the Radeon
RX 580 with some tweaking (I've seen someone on Reddit post some guides on that). I haven't had a gaming GPU in months.

I've got a laptop right now, and 82157476af
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